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Welcome everyone and thank you for joining today’s Virtual WEFMAX #2 Forum.My name is Joe Lapastora and I am a Staff Engineer at Northern Moraine WRD out of Island Lake, IL.For those who were looking forward to hearing the GREAT Mohammed Haque speak today and instead am met with this young kid, I apologize for any inconvenience but I will be sure to present clearly and effectively to ensure we help any MA who may be looking into hosting their own Student Design Competition in the Future. Or rather, MA’s who are also looking to improve their competition. So just a little background about myself, I am involved at both the MA and National Level with CSWEA and WEF.CSWEA:- Student Design Vice-Chair- MSDC Vice Chair(We will eventually merge)…WEF:SYPC CommitteeSYPC SDC Sub-CommitteeGlobal Water Stewardship:- Community Design Co-Chair (Essentially Student Design)…



Overview
■ Evolution of CSWEA Student Design Competition into Midwest Student Design 

Competition (MSDC).

■ MSDC Planning and Additional MA Participation

■ Structure of Competition

■ Participating Parties

■ Financial Support

■ Lessons Learned & Takeaways



Evolution of Central States WEA 
Student Design Competition. 
■ 2023 marks the 9th year CSWEA hosted its SDC. (2014 – Current)

■ Prior to 2020 competition, the SDC was only open to Universities 
within the Central States.

■ 2014 & 2015 featured exclusively WEF categories.

■ The GWS Problem Statement was introduced in 2016.

■ Idea for Regional Competition (MSDC) started in 2018/19. CSWEA 
saw a mutually beneficial approach to bring in Universities that lie 
outside of CSWEA and fall under a neighboring MA who had not 
historically hosted an SDC. More student opportunities and also 
knowledge sharing across MAs.
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Here is a brief history of the CSWEA SDC…So CSWEA hosted its first MA SDC in 2014. When the Spring competition began back in 2014, we were only hosting two categories, WEF-Environmental and WEF-Wastewater that would directly feed into the National Competition at WEFTEC. Historically, the CAWEA SDC was only open to Universities within the Central States (Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota).Move ahead to 2016, and CSWEA introduced a third category into the competition, the Global Water Stewardship Competition which featured a Problem Statement addressing the need for a centralized wastewater treatment solution for a community in Costa Rica. So now I want to give a very brief description of GWS. Global Water Stewardship was established in 2013 by the Central States Water Environment Association (CSWEA), a member association of the Water Environment Federation (WEF). Our founders saw a pressing need to address global sanitation issues and decided it was time to use their industry expertise to make a difference. The organization steadily grew utilizing the tremendous talent of CSWEA and WEF water treatment professionals, as well as passionate students and working professionals, from various backgrounds, dedicated to making a positive impact. In 2017, GWS became a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, still working to improve health and quality of life for those lacking sufficient resources and experience in proper sanitation methods. Moving ahead to this year’s competition, CSWEA entertained the idea of hosting a Regional Competition that would ultimately allow for any University within our region (specifically, the Midwest) and after gaining support not only from other Mas but also WEF, CSWEA then submitted a grant application to host the first ever Midwest Student Design Competition and we are happy to announce that our Grant Application was approved!I’ll be sure to touch on this later in the presentation, but I would be remiss not to mention CSWEA’s overall appreciation to all MA’s who supported the first year of the MSDC as well as WEF and other corporate donors. 



MSDC Additional MA Participation
■ Planning for the 1st Annual MSDC started in summer of 2019.
■ We had a scenario play out, where an Iowa team was forwarded our competition 

rollout documents.
■ Chain of communication was started between Iowa WEA and Central States WEA.
■ Started approaching other Midwest MAs and gauged interest

– Costa Rica WEA*
– Indiana WEA**
– Iowa WEA**
– Michigan WEA
– North Dakota WEA
– South Dakota WEA

*New WEF Member Association
**Had University participate in this year’s MSDC.
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So the idea of a regional MSDC competition came to light during the 2018-2019 year. Through luck, coincidence, whatever you would like to call it, we had a unique opportunity at our hands as we were informed that the University of Iowa got a hold of the CSWEA Student Design Competition Entry Form… Specifically, a WEF category entry form….CSWEA leadership did not want to step on the feet of any other MA, so we reached out to Iowa WEA leadership to gauge their interest in allowing an Iowa team to compete in our competition. There were a lot of logistical hurdles, but through constant communication, all was worked out. Traditionally, Iowa had not hosted a Spring competition that fed into WEFTEC so we informed Iowa leadership of the many benefits that surrounded allowing Iowa Teams to join the CSWEA competition. There were 2 major benefits…The MA leadership would be CC’d on all planning e-mails and kept in the loop surrounding the logistics of the competition so they would have all the knowledge they need, should they choose to host their own competition in future year. This regional competition MAY BE the approach that WEF may take in future years. With the exponential growth of the national WEFTEC completion, the WEF SDC committee was reviewing the pros/cons of, say, 506 regional competitions hosted in the Spring, where the to teams would then get a chance to compete nationally at WEFTEC. As a member of the WEF SDC committee, I must say that there has been no movement on this decision, and at this point in time it is truly only an idea. Either way, CSWEA felt they could lend a helping hand to other Mas and as a result all students that fall within the other MA boundaries. At the end of the day, the biggest logistical hurdle ended up being a “what-if” scenario… What if the Iowa team won the competion? Can Iowa fund their trip to WEFTEC? Does CSWEA pick a CSWEA winner to send to WEFTEC? And from these questions, we started to get WEF involved which ultimately led to the Grant for the MSDC.Finally, we provided a list of MA’s that SCWEA reached out to. Again, we were met with no push-back whatsoever. The main reason we did not see entries from some of these MAs was because most Universities had already completed their curriculum for CAPSTONE and Student Design Courses. All MA’s expressed interest in sending teams to next yea’s MSDC.



MSDC Structure
■ Three (3) Categories;

– WEF – Water Environment Category
– WEF – Wastewater Category
– Global Water Stewardship Category

■ WEF Categories are open to CSWEA and any 
Universities within the surrounding MAs who 
approved participation.

■ The GWS Category had historically been 
open to any team on a national level but in 
2020 we expanded to allow teams to 
compete from outside the US.



Participation by the Numbers 2023

Number of Teams 17

Number of Schools 10

Number of WEF MAs 3

Number of Student Engaged 86

Number of Professors Engaged 4

Number of Judges Engaged 14
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Mention the Increase in ‘Actual’ judges due to the interest we had garnered through Social Media buzz.



Financial Support for Design Teams

■ CSWEA provides a $500 stipend to all U.S. teams to help cover travel/lodging 
expenses to our competition. 

– This has historically been covered via a WEF Seed Grant that CSWEA was 
awarded in 2020.

■ We simultaneously encourage students to seek additional funding opportunities via 
their University’s Registrars office.

■ Last resort – Our committee reaches out to non-CSWEA MA’s to request additional 
$$ for design team(s), if needed.



Student Opportunities

■ Career Fair.

■ Resume collection and disbursement to MSDC sponsors.

■ Attend CSWEA Education Seminar with CSWEA covering registration fee.

■ Plug YP committees for WEF, CSWEA, and GWS.

■ Encourage Industry professionals to come to Madison a day early and network with 
the students.



Takeaways
■ The MSDC continues to be a huge success!
■ COMMUNICATION IS KEY!
■ We are happy to continue hosting Universities outside of CSWEA, however, our ultimate goals are to 

keep growing our competition while also hoping that a MA branches off and hosts their own SDC.
■ For any WEF staff who has a voice at the Student Design Competition Level.. CSWEA is pushing for 

a third category for teams working on Service Projects (e.g. EWB & GWS Projects)
■ To date, we have received confirmation from the following Midwest MAs to allow University Design 

Teams to compete at MSDC
– Iowa WEA *
– Indiana WEA *
– Missouri WEA *
– North Dakota WEA
– South Dakota WEA
– Michigan WEA

■ SIX (6) teams who competed at MSDC will go on to compete at WEFTEC.
– This includes Washington University in St. Louis which will be the first Missouri team to 

compete at WEFTEC.
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By all means, the First Annual Midwest Student Design Competition was a SUCCESS! COVID-19 or not.. It was simply a great turnout with a lot of social media buzz. Communication is Key! I can confidently say that the biggest hurdle for the first ever MSDC was not really a hurdle at all… But I’ll give you a scenario and relate it to the MSDC... Similar to our careers, we should rely on each other, especially if you know a colleague who may have faced a similar scenario. For example, Just as a Superintendent at a plant may reach out to a fellow colleague who happens to be a Superintendent at another plant to see how they handlesd a specific problem, we would certainly advocate that any MA who wants to talk and learn more about hosting a SDC should just reach out. We should be here to help each other out and communication is the most important aspect to that.  Another takewaway was that we were able to keep YP engagement high! Through alternate solutions.Social Media was huge! More recognition may lead to more funding from donors and ultimately, an overall more successful competition.Indiana and Iowa WEA now possess a better understanding of what makes a Spring SDC successful. We fully expect to see more participation next year, and in turn, the MAs should walk away with the information needed to host their own competition. Furthermore, CSWEA has proved ready to host regional competitions, should WEF decide to move to that format. We hope to grow our competition and continue to be a leader and help any and all MAs who seek assistance.And Finally, I’d be remiss not to mention that for any WEF staff who has a voice at the Student Design Competition Level.. CSWEA is pushing for a third category for teams working on Service Projects (e.g. EWB & GWS Projects).



Thank You
Contact information:

Joe Lapastora

Lapastora@nmwrd.org

QUESTIONS?

mailto:Lapastora@nmwrd.org
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